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allot propositions have been driving the policy
agenda in the states for some time now, and this
year was no exception. Constitutional amend-
ments defining marriage played a role in the
presidential campaign, and wins by high profile
propositions on illegal immigration, stem cell

research, and clean energy are likely to trigger a wave of similar
legislative activity across the country.

In all, 162 state-level measures went before the voters on
November 2, with about two-thirds of them passing. The total
number of measures was down by about 25 percent from
November 2000, with much of the drop-off due to a decline in
bond and revenue measures as states put their fiscal crises
behind them. The 162 propositions were distributed across 34
states. California had the most—16—although this number was
below the state’s average of 18 for general elections, and well
below the peak of 48 measures in 1914. Table 1 lists the num-
ber of propositions by state, and the highest profile issues in
each state. The passage rate of 67 percent was essentially up
somewhat from 62 percent in 2002.

Of the 162 propositions, 101 were placed on the ballot by leg-
islatures (“legislative measures”) and 59 were “initiatives,” qual-
ified by citizen petition. There were also two petition referen-
dums, measures that proposed to repeal laws passed by the legis-
lature, and that qualify for the ballot by petition (Prop. 72 in
California and R-55 in Washington).2

The number of initiatives is up from 53 in 2002, and brings
the total for the last 10 years to more than 360. As Figure 1
shows, this is the highest 10-year total in history, and comes on
the heels of big jumps in initiative activity in the preceding two
decades. The initiative revolution that began with California’s
Prop. 13 in 1978, shows no sign of slowing, and in fact seems
to be accelerating.

I&R and the Presidential Election

One of the most interesting developments this year was the
possibility that ballot propositions could influence the presi-
dential election. Colorado’s Amendment 36 proposed to allo-
cate the state’s nine presidential electors in proportion to the
popular vote received by each candidate instead of giving them
all to the state winner. The twist was that the measure was writ-

ten to be retroactive: if approved, it would have applied to the
presidential votes cast on the same day, in effect transferring
four electoral votes from George Bush to John Kerry.

Leading up to the election, there was speculation that the
electoral votes of the two candidates could be close enough so
that the election would turn on the fate of Amendment 36. If so,
the initiative would have promptly landed in court, requiring
judges to determine the winner in a reprise of 2000.

As it turned out, the presidential election was not as close as
expected, and Amendment 36 was soundly defeated, 34 percent
to 66 percent. The measure was intended to jumpstart reform of
the Electoral College, partly in response to dissatisfaction with
the fact that the popular vote winner did not become president
in 2000. The thrashing of Amendment 36, and the lack of con-
troversy in the 2004 presidential race, will likely put a damper
on reform efforts in the near future.

The other issue that played a role in the presidential cam-
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paign was marriage. Constitutional amendments
to define marriage as solely the union of a man
and a woman were on the ballot in 11 states,
including the critical “battleground” states of
Michigan and Ohio (the others were Arkansas,
Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, Montana, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon and Utah; and
Louisiana and Missouri adopted earlier in 2004).
These measures were responses to a Mass-
achusetts supreme court ruling in February 2004
holding that the state’s constitution contained a
right to gay marriage. Legisla-tures and in some
cases citizen groups placed these amendments on
the ballot to prevent their own judges from find-
ing a right to gay marriage in their constitutions.
All of the amendments were approved by
large margins.

There were several schools of thought of how
the marriage amendments might matter. One view
was that the amendments would mobilize reli-
gious conservative voters to go to the polls, and
once there they would support the GOP. The other
view was that gay marriage proponents would
turn out disproportionately and this would help the
Democrats. Yet another possibility was the amend-
ments would bring out black voters—who register
among the highest disapproval of gay marriage
among major demographic groups—which would
help the Democrats.

What actually happened is not clear at the time of
writing. Exit polls noted a large fraction of voters
who claimed to be motivated by “values’ but what
this means is unclear. Moreover, there is not yet any
reliable evidence that the marriage amendments did
in fact disproportionately boost turnout of any partic-
ular group. Even if they did not affect turnout, they
may have crystallized the distinction between the two
presidential candidates for voters with strong feelings
about the issue.

Conservatives versus Liberals

The initiative and referendum processes have stubbornly
refused to play ideological favorites. Direct democracy had its
origins in the Progressive movement of the early 20th century,
and progressives used the processes to advance a host of issues
that would be called “liberal” under today’s terminology, such as
welfare, old age pensions, and women’s suffrage.3 Starting in the
1970s, conservatives began to score big wins as well, especially
on tax measures, but also on social policies such as capital pun-
ishment, abortion, and affirmative action/racial preferences. 2004
was a fairly typical year in this regard. Conservatives won big on
the 11 marriage amendments, a Florida amendment requiring
parental notification of abortion, and a Colorado measure cutting

off public services to illegal immigrants. Conservatives suffered a
loss when a Maine initiative that would have capped property
taxes was rejected. Liberals got their share with wins in Florida
and Nevada on measures that increase the minimum wage, and a
Colorado amendment that requires large utilities to generate a cer-
tain amount of power from clean energy sources such as solar,
hydro, wind and biomass. Liberals were defeated in an attempt to
legalize the use, production, and sale of marijuana in Alaska, and
the repeal of California law that required large businesses to pro-
vide health insurance to their workers.

The mixed results for liberals and conservatives reinforce
that initiatives and referendums are ideologically neutral. They
provide opportunities for groups of any ideology that are not
given a fair hearing by the legislature.4

Table 1 State-by-State Totals 

Number of Number of
initiatives & legislative 

State referendums* measures* Notable issues

Alabama 0 8 (3) Obsolete racial language
Alaska 3 (1) 1 (1) Marijuana legalization
Arizona 1 (1) 7 (3) Illegal immigrants
Arkansas 1 (1) 3 (1) Marriage
California 12 (5) 4 (4) Stem cell bonds, employer health care
Colorado 4 (2) 2 (1) Presidential electors
Florida 6 (6) 2 (2) Contingency fees, malpractice
Georgia 0 2 (2) Marriage
Hawaii 0 4 (4) Criminal procedures
Indiana 0 3 (3)
Kentucky 0 1 (1) Marriage
Louisiana 0 4 (4) Right to hunt and trap
Maine 2 (0) 0 Property tax limit
Michigan 2 (2) 0 Marriage
Mississippi 0 1 (1) Marriage
Missouri 1 (1) 0
Montana 4 (3) 3 (2) Marriage, mining with cyanide
Nebraska 4 (2) 4 (2) Gambling
Nevada 6 (3) 2 (1) Education spending
New Hampshire 0 1 (0)
New Mexico 0 7 (0) Four bond measures
North Carolina 0 3 (3)
North Dakota 1 (1) 0 Marriage
Ohio 1 (1) 0 Marriage
Oklahoma 0 9 (9) Marriage, lottery
Oregon 6 (2) 2 (2) Marriage, logging
Rhode Island 0 14 (10) 12 bond measures
South Carolina 0 2 (1) Minibottles
South Dakota 1 (0) 2 (0)
Utah 1 (0) 3 (3) Marriage, bonds for open space
Virginia 0 2 (2) Apportionment
Washington 5 (2) 0 Sales tax for education
West Virginia 0 1 (1)
Wyoming 0 4 (2) Pain and suffering awards

Total 61 (33) 101 (69)

Source: Initiative & Referendum Institute.
Key: *The number of initiatives, referendums and legislative measures approved are in parentheses.
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High Profile Issues

As usual, a wide variety of issues were considered this year.
Table 2 lists the number of various types of issues. Some of the
more prominent issues are discussed in what follows:

Marijuana

The marijuana legalization movement appears to be losing
steam. The most far-reaching proposition, Alaska’s Measure 2
that would have entirely legalized marijuana for people over the
age of 21, was decisively rejected 43-57. An attempt to estab-
lish state-run medical marijuana dispensaries in Oregon
(Measure 33) was also rejected. The only success was in
Montana, were voters approved a measure to allow limited use
of marijuana for medical purposes (I-148). A total of 11 states
now allow medical marijuana.5

Gambling

Gambling was one of the most popular topics this year, with
13 measures on the ballot in six states. These measures were
among the most expensive, with over $100 million spent on
two gambling initiatives in California alone. Voters were not
particularly receptive to expansions in gambling, rejecting a
California measure that would have allowed unlimited tribal
gambling, a California measure that would have allowed non-
tribal gambling, and a Washington measure that would have
allowed non-tribal gambling.

Nebraska voters faced five measures related to casinos, and
rejected the three that would have authorized the casinos. The only
bright spot for gambling was in Oklahoma,
were voters approved two propositions
establishing a state lottery and another that
expanded Indian gaming. A measure in
Florida that allowed slot machines in
Miami-Dade and Broward counties nar-
rowly passed.

Election Reform

The Electoral College was the most vis-
ible issue concerning elections, due to
Colorado’s Amendment 36, discussed
above. Proposals to create runoff primary
elections instead of closed primaries were
rejected in California (Prop. 62) and
approved in Washington (I-872). A meas-
ure to allow runoff primaries in local elec-
tions was rejected in New Mexico
(Amendment 3).

Fiscal Measures

A total of 41 tax and bond measures
went before the voters in November,
down by about one-third from 2002. The
bond measure involving the most money
was Prop. 71 in California, an initiative
that authorized a $3 billion bond issue to

be used for stem cell research. The measure was approved 59
percent to 41 percent, attracting support from both conserva-
tives and liberals. California voters also approved Prop. 61,
which authorized a $750 million bond issue for children’s hos-
pitals. All told, the state’s voters added an estimated $250 mil-
lion to the state’s annual debt service when all the bonds are
issued, according to the state’s nonpartisan Legislative Analyst.
Arkansas voters approved  $500 million bond issue for eco-
nomic development. The largest bond issue to fail was Utah’s
Initiative 1 that would have authorized $150 million for open spaces,
and increased the sales tax to service the debt.

The most expensive tax measure was Washington’s I-884 that
would have increased the state’s sales tax by 1 percent (to a nation-
al high of 7.5 percent) with the money going to education. The tax
increase was anticipated to generate about $1 billion per year.
Voters turned it down, 39 percent to 61 percent. California voters
approved a 1 percent surtax on millionaires, with the proceeds ded-
icated to mental health services. Sin tax measures were approved
in Colorado, Montana and Oklahoma, and rejected in Alabama.

Environment

Voters decided 10 environmental measures, endorsing the
“green” position in four cases and the “brown” position in six
cases. The most far-reaching was Colorado’s Amendment 37,
discussed above, that requires large utilities to use clean energy
sources. Voters in four states expressed their support for hunt-
ing either by approving hunting rights (Louisiana and Montana)
or rejecting limits on bear hunting (Alaska and Maine).

Heath Care Costs, Malpractice, and
Lawsuits

The rising cost of health care featured
prominently in the presidential campaigns
and played out in the states with 10 meas-
ures. An alleged cause of rising costs is
lawsuits, and trial lawyers were the target
of several propositions. Measures to limit
pain-and-suffering awards were approved
in Nevada (Question 3) and rejected in
Oregon (Measure 35) and Wyoming
(Amendment D). Measures to limit attor-
ney fees or require mediation were
approved in Florida (Amendment 3) and
Wyoming (Amendment C). Counter-ini-
tiatives sponsored by trial lawyers were
rejected in Nevada (Questions 4, 5) and
approved in Florida (Amendments 7, 8).
California’s Prop. 72 mandating employ-
er-provided health insurance was rejected.

Money

Final totals are unavailable at the time
of writing, but the amount of money
involved was considerable. Estimates are
that roughly $200 million was spent in

Table 2 Subjects in 2004
Number of   

Subject propositions

Abortion 1
Alcohol & marijuana 4
Apportionment 1
Bonds 21
Crime 6
Economic development 5
Education 7
Elections 7
Environment (includes animals) 10
Gambling 13
Government administration 6
Government powers 10
Health care 3
Initiative & referendum 5
Immigration 1
Insurance 1
Lawsuits 7
Marriage 11
Minimum wage 2
Miscellaneous 7
Officeholders, qualifications & salaries 4
Impeachment and succession 3
Taxes 22
Term limits 4
Transportation 1
Source: Initiative & Referendum Institute.

(Continued on page 36)
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reform the current law to expand term
limits to allow more service time in the
Legislature. The fault lines in term lim-
its are recognized by virtually everyone
familiar with the process. Legislators,
staff, interest groups and academics
agree that some changes would be good.
However, term limit legislation in
Michigan was a citizen-initiated consti-
tutional amendment and any change also

would have to be citizen-initiated. At
this time, I don’t think many citizens
would put reforming term limits high on
their list. In the meanwhile, Michigan
will continue to make the best of an
interesting, but flawed, term limit
requirement.
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extended period of time. And most
often, these were the individuals who
held the important committee and lead-
ership posts. These were the people who
possessed the “institutional memory”
and experience that allowed the cham-
ber to function even while many of the
legislative seats turned over from one
session to another. Under term limits, all
legislative seats, including those occu-
pied by leadership, are subject to
mandatory turnover.
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California, over $30 million in Florida,
and over $10 million in Colorado. To put
these numbers in perspective, the presi-
dential campaigns of George Bush and
John Kerry were expected to spend in the
vicinity of $300 million to $350 million.
Despites concerns about the role of money
in ballot proposition campaigns, however,
it remains the case that money can’t buy
you law. Gambling interests spent
upwards of $100 million on two initiatives
in California yet only managed 16 percent
and 24 percent of the votes in favor.
Money allows groups to make proposals
but does not determine the final outcome.6
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